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A fusion-fission hybrid system which has a concept of combining nuclear fuel with fusion reactor has been proposed. With this idea, it

is possible to attain self-sufficiency of tritium and enough energy multiplication even for a relatively lower plasma condition, because

the neutrons generated in DT plasma region can be well multiplied by fission of the nuclear fuel such as uranium or plutonium loaded

in some parts of the blanket. And in addition there is possibility that the nuclear wastes from nuclear power plants can be incinerate by

utilization of surplus neutrons.

    We have developed a calculation system for analysis of fusion-fission hybrid reactor and various transport and burnup calculations

were carried out for hybrid systems with U-Pu fuel cycle and ITER model so far. It was confirmed that such system is feasible and even

beneficial. However, it cannot be expected in U-Pu cycle to accomplish acceptable incineration performance of minor actinides. The

result would indicate that the alternative idea is the use of thorium. 

The details of the method of transport and burnup calculation is given in another presentation of this symposium. Hence, in the present

study, we present some investigation results for Th-U fuel cycle, including comparison with the results of U-Pu fuel cycle. As well

known, thorium is fertile material that yields fissile material of uranium-233 through protactinium by neutron capture reaction. Th-U

cycle has advantages compared to U-Pu cycle that the thorium has a fairly large abundance ratio in natural resources and that Th-U

cycle can be expected to decrease production of minor actinides because of the smaller mass number of thorium. In addition, we

investigated two different coolants of helium gas and water. The coolant selection basically makes differences in cooling capability and

neutron spectrum, and consequently decides total reactor performance such as tritium breeding ratio, output power and incineration

performance of nuclear wastes.

    As a result of analysis, a fusion-fission hybrid system with thorium fuel cycle is feasible in principle regardless of coolant selection.

Both blankets of gas- and water-cooled systems meet requirements which include self-sufficiency of tritium, subcriticality of the

system and acceptable cooling capability. In comparison with U-Pu cycle, the production rate of minor actinides of Th-U fuel cycle is

generally lower than that of U-Pu cycle as expected.
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